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ABDOMINOPLASTY  
  
The abdominal plastic surgeries that present the best esthetic results are the ones in which 
both skin and fat are taken. A certain number of women suffer from abdominal looseness after 
one or more pregnancies with remaining excess of skin over local fat. In other cases, in 
overweight patients the result eventually fits the rest of the body, even if the excess of fat in 
surrounding areas will continue to exist.   
  
In such cases the patient is advised to continue with clinical treatment in order to equilibrate 
body parts.  
  
Resulting scar from dermolipectomia is horizontally located by the waistline, its extention will  
depend upon the abdominal volume. Such scar is supposed to be hidden by bathing suits. In 
the initial months the region might lack sensibility and it is likely to swelling, which will 
spontaneously recede. During this stage, it may look “strained” or “flat”. As months pass by, 
it gets to its expected result, as we explain in steps:  
  
IMMEDIATE PERIOD  
The immediate period extends until the second month. Despite that the abdomen’s 
appearance is close to natural, its shape is far from the expected result. Until it reaches the 
desired appearance “minor defects” will show up - these are in all cases inevitable – and they 
tend to disappear with time. Keep in mind that usually no plastic surgery is “perfect” in the 
immediate period.  
  
MEDIATE PERIOD  
It extends from the second to the fourth month. During it, abdômen presents some evolution  
and tends to its definite shape. Local lack or excess of sensibility are not rare in this period as  
well as abdominal intumescence.  
  
LATER PERIOD  
It goes from the fourth to the sixth month on. It is when abdomen gets its definite shape.  
(scar, shape, consistency, volume and sensibility). The clothes to be used after the result will  
depend only on the person’s own size. It must be remembered that the surgeon can only  
enhance the person’s own shape and a palstic surgery will not “create” a new waist, but it 
will provide discrete improvement.  
  
The woman will be able to have children after the surgery. The results will be kept provided  
that the patient’s weight be controlled. It is advisable that all desired children are born 
before  
the abdominal plastic surgery.  
  
Once it is performed within technical criteria, abdominal plastic surgery seldom brings serious  
complications. The patient must be properly prepared for the procedure with the possibility of  



another simultaneous one. Its risk is not more or less than the one of a plane or automobile  
journey or even the one of crossing a street.  
  
Bandage is used for 3 or 4 days and it is eventually changed for elastic belts, which are kept 
for two months. Continuos vacuum drainage is used until the fourth day, when it is removed 
along with the bandage.  
  
It is not to be forgotten that until the expected result is reached, some stages are tipical in 
such surgery. Nevertheless, the patient might be concerned in “getting to the expected result 
before due time”. Patience is necessary to let the body and the surgeon do their job in proper 
time and all temporary. Another thing  to be kept in mind is that no result in abdominal 
plastic surgery is to be considered ultimate until its sixth month. 
 
In some cases of overweight patients, after the 8th day from the surgery, elimination of a 
“yellow-red” liquid substance may occur. It is nothing rather than residual fat from the area  
around the scar. It can be easily drained in the clinic. 
  
Fonte: http://www.umartinelli.com  
 


